Annual Disclosure of Outside Interests

Name: Maria Demertzis  
Period covered: Jan to Dec 2021

Note: this disclosure form established following the adoption by Bruegel of its public Statement on Research Integrity, on 3 May 2006. The nature of each commitment shall be clearly described, as well as its financial impact, if any.

Academic Commitments

• none

Political Commitments

• none

National Commitments

• none

Business / Commercial Commitments

• I occasionally receive small honoraria for giving lectures or writing. All proceeds go to Bruegel and can be found in the accounts.

Other Commitments (e.g. participation in other think tanks or international committees)

• Member of the Steering Committee on designing the National Financial Literacy Strategy of Cyprus, coordinated by the Central Bank of Cyprus. (non-paid)

Date: 11 March 2022

Signed: